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The independence of our nation, our secure borders, our national interests and 

our national security are of paramount importance to us. 

News and Analysis 

Battlefield USA in 2012 – An analysis 

Maybe Iran should go nuclear? 

In the face of constant threats of wars of aggression from Israel, United States and Europeans, what choice 

does Iran have but to bolster its defenses by any means possible? 

Editorials 

We examine US coverage of Iran and ask if a culture of journalism has emerged that ignores the dangers of 

conjecture. On Listening Post this week: Beating the drum for war - the US media and 'The Iranian Threat'. 

Iranian Pride 

Sina Tamaddon replaces Steve Jobs as CEO of Apple Inc. 

Reza Who? -  داريوش ھمايون بنيان گذار حزب مشروطه در مصاحبه ی منتشر نشده ای که تازه درآمده به خطای ھمکاری خود با
 …and more .رژيم پھلوی اعتراف می کند و از آن نادم است

Photo Journal 

What happened last week 

Editorial Cartoons 

Various publications take on the news 

The Lighter Side 

Politics with Love 



Countdown to Nowruz 2571 

Calculate True Iranian Year 

A Matter of Pride 
The Tehran reactor was loaded with domestically produced nuclear fuel plates during a ceremony 

held on Wednesday to unveil Iran’s latest nuclear achievements. 
An Iranian Artist in Sweden 

Akram Monfared Arya 

Do you believe end-of-days? 

Obituary 
The death of Russia and China as we know them. 

World Times 

Video Clips 

Israel & Arabia profiting at U.S. expense over Iran 

Iraq Revisited 
An unjust war on false pretenses and millions of innocent Iraqis slaughtered to please Zionist Israel. Evil 

reigns. 

Blogs 

Story of Iran-Zamin 

Web Links 

May God Bless Iran 

Independent, Strong, Free and Moving Forward 

If you do not wish to receive our e-mails, please reply with REMOVE in the subject line. 
 

 


